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The notion of subject is not primitive in the theory of 
government and binding. However, certain properties have been 
traditionally associated with subjects: nominative case, participation 
in inversion processes, superiority of various kinds. If the theory is 
correct in treating subject.hood as a derived notion, then the possibility 
arises that subject properties might not all be observed to hold of the 
same element in a sentence. In tbis paper, I will argue that Icelandic 
provides an example of this. 

It has been claimed (Thrainsson I 979, Andrews t 982, Zaenen, 
Mating and Thrainsson 1985, Yip, Mating and Jackendoff 1986) that 
there are non~nominatlve subjects in Icelandic. Specifically, these 
authors claim tbat in sentences like those in ( 1 ), the clause-initial 
argument is not a topicalized constituent, but rather is the subject of 
the sentence, despite the fact that it is not nominative. and that the 
verb fails to agree with it. 
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( 1 ) a. m.ig ~kir syfja 
me(acc.) seeks(3sg) sleepiness(nom.) 
·1 am sleepy· 

b. mer bybur vib setningafra.Kti 
me(dat.l is-nauseated(3sg) at synta1 
'I abhor syntu' 

Zaenen, Maling and Thrainsson (1985) demonstrate that what they 
term 'oblique subjects· have properties which are characteristic of 
subjects but not of topics. Some of their e1amples are given in (2) -
(7). 

(2a) shows that an oblique subject may serve as the antecedent 
of a reflexive pronoun. while (2b) shows that a topicalized constituent 
cannot bind a reflexive pronoun. 

(2) a. Henni1 t,ykir br6f>ir sinnif•hennar1 leif>inlegur 
her(D) thinks brother(N) her(•-RBFL) boring 
'She finds self'sf•ber brother boring' 

b. Siggui barbi eg meb dOkkuni hennari/'-sinnii 
Sigga{A) hit I(N) with her(•+RBFL) doll 
'Sigga, I bit with her/*self's doll' 

Oblique subjects participate in subject-verb inversion, whereas 
topicalized constituents do not, as shown in (3) and (4). In (3), the 
oblique subject henni inverts with the auxiliary verb to form a 
question, while in (4), the topicalized object Haraldi cannot participate 
in inversion. Thus (4b) is ungrammatical. 

(3) a. Benni hefur alltaf J)6tt Olafur leibinlegur 
she(D) has always thought Olaf(N) boring 

b. Hefur benni alltaf t,ott OJafur leidinlegur? 
has her(D) always thought Olaf boring 
"Has she always thought Olaf bormg 

(4) a. Haraldi haftii Sigga aldrei hj,Upab 
Harald(D), Sigga(N) bad never helped 
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b. •Hafbi Haraldi Sigga aldrei hjalpab? 
had Harald(D), Sigga(N) never helped 

Oblique subjects, but not topicalized constituents, occur clause
initially in an extraction domain, as shown in (S). 

(S) a. Hverueri telur Jon lab henni hafi t>ott Olafur leibinlegur tj) 
when believes J.(N) that she(D) has thought 0. boring? 
'When does john believe that she thought Olaf boring?' 

b. •Hvenaefj telur j6n lab Harald hafi Marfa kysst til? 
when believes J.(N) that H.(A) has M.(N) kissed 
'When does john believe that Harald, Mary kissed?' 

Oblique subjects but not topics undergo indefinite-subject 
postposing, as shown in (6). 

(6) a. l>ab hefur einhverjum t>6tt Olafur leibinlegur 
there has someone(D) thought Olaf(N) boring 
"Someone has found Olaf boring· 

b. •J>ab hefur hj6li t,jofurinn stolib 
There has a bicycle(A) the thief(N) stolen 
'A bicycle, the thief has stolen· 

Finally, oblique subjects may surface as controlled PRO. This is 
illustrated in (7). 

(7) a. Mig vantar peninga 
me(A) lacks money(A) 
·1 need money· 

b. Eg vonast tit ab PRO vanta ekki peninga 
I hope for to PRO lack not money 
'I hope not to need money· 

There is thus a systematic difference between oblique subjects and 
topicalized constituents in Icelandic. Oblique subjects are clearly more 
subject-like than topicalized constituents. However, it is insufficient 
simply to say that they are subjects. In the works mentioned above, it 
is stipulated that the verb does not agree with the subject. It agrees 
with the nominative case-marked argument if one is present, and is 
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marked third person singular otherwise. 

It is my aim to come up with an analysis of these Icelandic facts 
in which neither the subjectlike properties of these oblique NP's nor 
the verb agreement facts need to be stipulated. 

I begin by claiming that in Icelandic, all verbal arguments 
originate inside VP (see Fukui 1986 ). The D-structure of a sentence 
like (8) is thus as shown in (9). 

(8) 

(9) 

Hann tamdi hana 
he(N) hit her(A) 
'He hit her· 

IP 
~- --INFL VP 

DP 
hann V 

lamdi 

v· 

The specifier of IP is therefore not a 8-position. 

DP 

hana 

The S-structure of (8 ). given in ( 10 ), results from the movement 
of the nominative DP to specifier position in IP, and the movement of 
the verb to INFL. 

( 10) IP 

DP I' -------
hanni !NFL 

iamdit DP 
VP 

v· --v· DP 

tt hana 

Secondly, I would like to propose that case is invariably 
assigned to the right. This claim wm be refined below. For the 
moment, however, this means that INFL will assign nominative case, 
not to the specifier of IP as in English, but rather to VP. Since VP 
cannot bear case, the nominative case feature is realized on the 
argument in the VP specifier.I In (10), this means that bmn 'he' 
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receives nominative case from INFL through its trace in the VP 
specifier. Thus the specifier of IP seems not to be a case position. 

The S-structure of (la) is given in ( I l ). Mig, in the IP specifier. 
receives case from its trace in the verb phrase. Syfja. in the VP 
specifier, receives nominative case from INFL. 

(II) IP -DP I' -------
migi !NFL VP 

s2.kir.t DP v· 
syfjam. v· DP 

---------------v DP ti 

t.t tm 

The structure of a topicalized sentence, on the other hand, 
involves CP. The S-structure of (2b). an example of topicalization, is 
given in (12). 

(12) CP -DP c· -SiggUi C IP ---barbi.t DP r ---egm INFL VP ---------. 
t.t DP v· 

tm ~p 
r-------... r---. 
V DPP DP 

t.t ti meb duk.kuni 
hennar/ 
•sinni 

Before discussing any further details of this analysis. I will 
briefly show how the structures in (11) and (12) might ac.countfor the 
data in ( 1 )-(7}. The verb agreement in (I) is accounted for if we 
assume that AGR in INFL must share person and number features 
with the argument which INFL governs and case marks. In (Ia). this 
element is the DP~ 'sleepiness·. white in (lb) there is an empty 
e1pletive pronominal in the VP specifier position. 
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The binding facts in (2) are relatively straightforward. Consider 
the S-structure of (2a). given in ( 13 ). 

(13) IP 
DP 

hennit INFL 
t:,ykiq 

I' 
VP 

DP V' ---------------br6bir sinnm v· DP -V SC lt ------lj DP AP 

tm leibinlegur 

~ in specifier position in IP. and also its trace in tbe verb phrase. 
are in a position to bind the reflexive. Both rumm and the trace 
c-command the reflexive and are sufficiently local. being within IP. 
The situation in (2b ). shown in ( 12 ). is rather different. The 8-trace of 
the topicalized constituent does not c-command the reflexive and 
therefore cannot bind it. The topica.lized constituent c-commands the 
reflexive, but occurs outside IP in an .A-position. As such, it cannot 
locally A-bind the reflexive. 

Let us now turn to the inversion facts in (3). l assume that 
inversion involves the movement of a verb from INFL to COMP. In 
(3a,b), henni is in specifier position m IP, and hefur moves from INFL 
in (3a) to COMP in (3b). In (4a). on the other hand. Haraldi is in 
specifier position in CP while ~ is in COMP. There is thus no 
further possibility for movement of ~ to the left of li.iaw1i and 
(4b) is ungrammatical 

Leaving aside for the moment the data in (S ). let us look at 
indefinite-subject postposir.g. By my hypothesis. ·someone· In (6a) 
must occupy the IP specifier position. This means that the au1lllary 
verb has moved to COMP. and that the expletive 12@. occupies the CP 
specifier position. The ungrammaticality or (6b) is thus accounted for, 
since hj61i. the topica!i.zed constituent. occupies the CP specifier. Ju:it 
as with the inversion cases. there is no way to move the auxiliary to 
the left of the topica!i.red constituent. and in addition there is no 
position for~ to occupy. 

Thus it seems that the structures I have proposed for obliquo 
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subjects and for topica!ized constituents provide a basis on which to 
distinguish their behaviour. However, there are many details still to 
be wor.ked out. 

First, if the IP specifier is neither a 8-position nor a case 
position, why does a sentence like (2b} unambiguously involve 
topica.Jization? By the hypothesis I have just outlined, it ought to be 
possible for ti to remain in the VP specifier, leaving the IP specifier 
free to receive the accusative object. Second, why are oblique subjects 
in Icelandic as limited as they are? The fact is that oblique subjects 
occur with a restricted class of verbs, all of which assign quirky case, 
and are either ergative verbs or psych verbs.. The answer to these 
questions will involve a close look at the nature of case assignment in 
Icelandic, and in particular at how case is assigned in sentences 
involving oblique subjects. 

I ma.ke the following assumptions about case assignment. First, 
a particular verb may be lexically associated with one or more 
morphological case features. When present, such features are lin.ked 
to the verb ·s 8-grid. Thus, for example, a verb like ~ has the 
representation given in ( 14). 

(14) <ei:pe1iencer, theme> 

DATIVE 

Second, a verb may have what I shall refer to as a structural case grid, 
consisting of one or more structural case positions. The verb wruU, 
which Jacks quirky case but assigns case to its object, has the 
representation in (15 ). 

05) (agent. theme) 

(_) 

There is a system of default rules which fills in the appropriate 
morphological case features for a verb such as Jamdi. My final 
assumption is that at S-structure, an argument must be associated 
with both a morphological case feature and a structural case position. 

Given these assumptions, there are various possibilities for the 
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case-assigning properties of a verb. A verb might assign morpho
logical case, but not structural case, or it could assign structural case 
alone, leaving the morphological case to be specified by default. A 
third possibiJity is that the verb assigns both structural and 
morphological case. 

I will claim that verbs taking oblique subjects assign morpho
logical case, but no structural case, to the argument which surfaces as 
the oblique subject. This argument cannot remain in its D-structure 
position, but must move so as to receive structural case. The case
assigning properties of INFL are as follows. INFL has two structural 
case positions associated with it. Following Cowper (1987), this means 
that structural case will be assigned both to the specifier and to the 
complement of INFI.. However, the default rules spelling out morpho
logical case are incomplete in the case of INFI.. Nominative case is 
filled in only for the structural case associated with the complement of 
INFI.. and is therefore realiz.ed on the argument in the VP specifier. 

Let us now see how the analysis just outlined will account for 
sentences with oblique subjects. An example is given in ( J 6). 

(16) Mer brestur kjarkur 
me(D) 1acks(3sg} courage(N) 
'I Jack courage· 

(17) D-structure: 
IP - I' 

VP INFL 
pres 
(-, _) 

-
v· 

V 
brestur 
(exp,tb) 

DAT 

v· 
DP 

DP mer 
kjarkur 

The verb brestur 'Jack' is a psych verb, and foHowing Belletti and Rizzi 
(1986), has no external argument. It has one morphological case 
feature associated with it, but no structural case. The dative feature is 

10] 
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linked to the experiencer. The only possible S-structure is given in 
(18). 

(18) IP 
DP I' 
merm INFL VP 

bresturi DP V' 
~ 

kjarkur1: v· DP -V DP tm 

ti tt 

~ receives neither morphological nor structural case from the 
verb. As such, it must move to a position to which both structural 
case and default morphological case are assigned, namely the VP 
specifier position. Mer, on the other hand, receives (dative) morpholo
gical case, but no structural case, from the verb. It must therefore 
move to a position to which only structural case is assigned. If the 
positions of the arguments were reversed in { 18), ~ would lack 
morphological case and JU[. would receive two morphological case 
features. 

Let us now look at an example without an oblique subject. 

(19) hann lam di hana 
he(N) hit her(A) 

(20) a. D-structure 
IP --=-----i. ----)NFL ~ 
past DP ____Y_ 
<~ _) hann V DP 

lamdi hana 
(ag, th) 

(_) 

(21) 
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S-structure: 

IP ---------. 
DP I' 

\ -----------ha n n i INFL 
I 

VP --lamdit DP v· ,_ 
li V DP 

' I tt hana 

Here, the verb, or more properly its trace, assigns structural case to 
the direct object. The accusative case feature arises by default speci
fication. INFL assigns structural case to the trace of hann in the VP 
specifier, and the nominative case feature arises by default. However, 
it would seem that .lwln. should receive a second structural case from 
INFL in the IP specifier position. Why is this sentence grammatical? 

In order to answer this question, let us think for a moment 
about what structural case is. A reasonable view is that structural 
case is simply a relationship, expressed by coinde:ring, between an 
argument and a case-assigner. Thus, if an argument receives struc
tural case from a particular case-assigner, it is coinde:red with that 
case-assigner. If the same argument receives structural case again 
from the same case-assigner, the representation will not change in any 
way. It thus does not matter that hann receives structural case twice 
from INFL. 

Let us now return to sentence (2b), repeated here as (22). 

(22) Siggu bartli eg meb dti.kkuni hennar 
Sigga(A) hit I(N} with doll her 
'S.igga, I hit with her doll' 

The question was why (22) can only be interpreted as an instance of 
topicallzation. (23) shows the S-structure that would arise if Sifi11. 
were treated as an oblique subject. 
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(23) IP 

~ I' 
' SiggUj INFL 

I 
VP 

barbit DP 
' 

v· 
~ ~ 

-- L:::. V DP meb 
I I 

lt li dukkuni 
hennar 

In this example, the trace of filggy receives structural case from the 
trace of the verb. The accusative case feature arises by default 
However, filggy_ also receives structural case from INFL. This e1ample 
is very different from the preceding one. There, the nominative 
argument received structural case twice from the same case-assigner. 
Here, filggy is receiving structural case once each from two distinct 
case-assigners, giving an ill-formed representation. 

I have outlined a system of case assignment which allows the 
theory to distinguish oblique subjects from topicalized constituents in 
a principled way, and which accounts for the fact that the only oblique 
elements which behave like subjects are those which receive lexically 
specified morphological case from the verbs or which they are 
arguments. 

Several questions remain. First, why is it that only ergative and 
psych verbs have oblique subjects? There are other verbs whose 
objects receive lexically specified morphological case. An enmple is 
given in (24}. 

(2-4) a. Gubrun saknar Haraldar 
Gudrun(N} misses Harald(G) 
'Gudrun misses Harald' 

b. Haraldar saknar Gu6run 
Harald(G) misses Gubrun(N) 
'Harald, Gudrun misses· 

According to Zaenen, Maling and Thrainsson (1985), (24b) is unam
biguously an instance of topicalization. It seems that this verb must 
be analyzed as assigning structural, as well as morphological case, to 
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its object, giving it the representation in (25). 

(25) (exp, th> 
I 

GEN 
(_) 

The movement of Haraldar to the IP specifier would give Haraldar two 
structural cases, one from the verb and the other from INFL. (2"1) 
thus represents essentially the same situation as (22). 

Another question which must be answered is why oblique 
subjects can surface as controlled PRO. Controlled PRO occurs in infini
tival clauses, wher INFL, we assume, bas no structural case to assign. 
The embedded clause in (7b), repeated here as (26), has the structure 
in (27). 

(26) ... til ab PRO vanta ekki peninga 
. .. to that PRO lack not money 
· ... not to lack money· 

(27) pp 
p CP 
\ \ 
tit c· 

C IP 
I -a6 DP r 

I 

PROi INfL 
1-AGRI 

VP 
----V· 

V' DP 
-\ 

V DP ti 
vanta e.k.ki peninga 

The verb Ym1i assigns lexical accusative case, but no structural case 
to the trace of PRO. Whether or not PRO moves through the VP speci
fier, it will not receive structural case from INFL, since INFL has no 
structural case to assign. Given that a lexical argument must have 
both structural and morphological case, and assuming that any argu
ment lacking either or both of these can be non-lexical, we have ac
counted for the presence of PRO in this example. 
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Finally, let us return to the extraction data in (5), repeated here 
with some additions as (28-29). 

(28) a. Jon telur [cp ab hP henni hafi pott Olafur leibinlegur J] 
john(N) believes that she(D) has thought Olaf boring 

b. Hvemeq telur Jonltilafl henni hafi 1>6tt Olafur leiflinlegur til 
when believes jon(N) that she(D) has thought Olaf boring? 
'When does john believe that she thought Olaf boring?' 

(29) a. Jon telur (ab (Haraldt hafi Maria kysst t.t.U 
John(N) believes that Harald(A), Mary(N) kissed. 

b. •Hverueri telur Jon lab Harald hafi Marla kysst td? 
when believes J.(N) that H.(A) has M.(N) kissed 
'When does John believe that Harald, Mary kissed?' 

The analysis or (28a), which contains an oblique subject, is straight
forward. The A-chain headed by hveruer is well-formed, with ante
cedent government holding between all chain links. The problem 
arises with (29). I have stated that topicalization in Icelandic involves 
the movement of the verb to COMP, and the movement of the topic
alized constituent to the CP specifier position. The difficulty in (29a) is 
that the topicalized structure is clearly embedded inside another CP 
headed by ab. This problem is by no means confined to Icelandic; 
English sentences like (30) are grammatical for many people. 

(30) john said that Mary, he would never hire. 

A possibility one might consider for English, but not, as we shall see, 
for Icelandic, is that the topicalized constituent is adjoined 10 IP in 
some way. However, assuming the properties of adjunction structures 
given in Chomsky (1986), IP-adjunction does not create an additional 
barrier. It therefore predicts that it should be as possible to e1tract 
from a topicalized structure as from a non-topicalized structure. Tbis 
prediction is false, as shown in (31 ). 

(31 ) a. •when do you think that john, we should hire? 

b. When do you think that we should hire John? 

IP-adjunction is not even a possibility for Icelandic, since topical-
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ization also triggers inversion of the finite verb with the subject. We 
are thus stuck with a CP analysis for Icelandic. However, a CP treat
ment of topicalization does neatly account for the e1traction facts. 
since the presence of a second CP with a filled specifier position will 
constitute an impenetrable barrier for antecedent government. 

To summarize, I have argued that oblique subjects in Icelandic 
are, indeed. subjects in a sense. The assumption that INFL in Icelandic 
assigns nominative case to its complement, and purely structural case 
to its specifier, provides a non-stipulative account of exactly which 
subject properties are exhibited by oblique subjects. The conclusion to 
be drawn from this is that the notion of subject is not necessarily a 
unified one. The usual characteristics of subjects follow either from 
their structurally prominent S-structure position, or from the fact that 
they are governed and case-marked by INFL. When these two criteria 
pick out different arguments, as they often do in Icelandic, then there 
are two apparent ·subjects·. neither of which has an the properties 
traditionally associated with subjecthood. 

a I am indebted to Diane Massam for helpful discussion, and to 
Joan Mating for comments at the conference. All remaining 
errors are of course my own. 

I am assuming a theory of barriers in which no maximal 
projection is a barrier for its own specifier. 
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GEORGIAN COMPLEX SEGMENTS 

Vlviane Deprez 

MIT 

The complexity of Georgian onsets, allowing up to 6 
consonants preceeding the nucleus (p'rckna : to peel) presentj n 
chalenge for recent theories of syllable structure. In this papnr, 
I will argue that certain groups of obstruents in Georgian arc 
better analysed as Complex segments that is as simultaneous 
constriction at different points of articulation linked onto n 
single timing slot. I will review the properties of these grou~n 
and I will show that these properties are elegantly explained II 
we adopt the view that these groups are complex segments in Lill' 
sense of Sagey (1986).Clement's (1985) hierachical organization ,,t 
features provides a distinction between class nodes which 
represent groups of features and terminal nodes which rcpreLlt:lil 
individual features. On the basis of this distinction Sagey (l~Hh) 
has argued for the existence of articulator nodes viewed au 1:lnnn 
nodes. She proposes that the place node is subdivided into LhrnM 
subconstituents, each corresponding to a different active 
articulator: the coronal node , the dorsal node and the labl~I 
node. 
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